Interaction of glycine with isolated hydroxyl groups at the silica surface: first principles B3LYP periodic simulation.
The adsorption of a glycine molecule on a model silica surface terminated by an isolated hydroxyl group has been studied ab initio using a double-zeta polarized Gaussian basis set, the hybrid B3LYP functional, and a full periodic treatment of the silica surface/glycine system. The hydroxylated silica surface has been simulated using either a 2D slab or a single polymer strand cut out from the (001) surface of an all-silica edingtonite. A number of B3LYP-optimized structures have been found by docking glycine on the silica surface exploiting all possible hydrogen bond patterns. Whereas glycine is generally adsorbed in its neutral form, two structures show glycine adsorbed as a zwitterion, the surface playing the role of a "solid solvent" whereas intrastrand hydrogen bond cooperativity stabilizes the zwitterions. The adsorbed zwitterionic structures are no longer formed at a lower glycine coverage as simulated by enlarging the unit cell so as to break intrastrand hydrogen bonds, showing the importance of H-bond cooperativity in stabilizing the zwitterionic forms. Each structure has been characterized by computing its harmonic vibrational spectrum at the Gamma point, which also allowed us to calculate the free energy of adsorption. The experimental infrared features of chemical-vapor-deposited glycine on a silica surface are in agreement with those computed for glycine adsorbed in its neutral form and engaging three hydrogen bonds with the surface silanols, two of them involving the C=O bond and one originating from the glycine OH group. The NH(2) group plays only a minor role as a weak hydrogen bond donor.